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Hello, 

Thank you for your interest in my handmade japanese inspired knives. 

Within this document you will find a price list and details of my work. 

My knives are hand forged by myself in Sheffield from high carbon steel. If 
you have any sizes or shapes in mind that aren’t presented here, I will be 
happy to discuss.  

I usually make a Japanese rectangle handle, but if you prefer another shape, 
like a western handle, it’s also possible. I will work as closely as possible 
to your unique specifications. All my knives come with a japanese wooden 
sheath (Saya) made for the blade with Tulip wood. 

If you would like to make an order, please send me a message. I can stay 
in touch by sending you photographs througout social media during the 
process. 

In the meantime, you can also take a look at my Instagram feed to see 
my last work @simonchefknife.

Best wishes,

Simon

Simon Maillet
Artisan knife maker 

Blacksmith, Sheffield 
Price list 2021
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I use carbon steel because it gives my knives an unbeatable sharpness. 
Carbon steel is preferred by many knife users because it's easy to sharpen, 
it takes a fine edge and has a liveliness that stainless steel lacks. You do, 
however, need to give carbon steel knives just a little extra care to keep 
them in top shape. There are trade-offs in everything.

My knives are Japanese inspired. Japanese knives are built differently to 
Western knives. It is all about cutting performance, pure and simple. The 
edge of a Western knife will bend when damaged; a Japanese one will 
chip. The Japanese style allows for greater sharpness though, so to me 
this compromise is worth it. There are essentially three factors that make 
Japanese knives unique: they have thin blades, sharpened to a higher angle 
and hardened to a very high level.

When I forge a blade into its rough form with hammer and anvil, the labour-
intensive process creates a very strong result. As steel is hammered, its 
internal "grain" or structure changes to follow the shape of the blade. 
The grain essentially become continuous, which is why forged blades are 
much more resilient. The process of hand-forging is the opposite of mass 
production. It's virtually impossible for me to craft two knives that are exactly 
alike. Each knife is hand-forged and no two are the same. I work to certain 
shapes, styles and sizes, but I let the final design of each knife develop by 
itself.

You will find that the appearance of the blade changes over time. Don't 
worry, the patina that forms is a normal reaction between the carbon steel 
and the air, as well as the properties of the food you cut. Your knife’s unique 
patina gives it a little character and some protection.

Make an effort to wash your knife straight after using it (by hand - not in 
the dishwasher!) and dry it immediately. Don't leave it on the draining board 
overnight. This risks the knife starting to rust. Your knife will not be damaged 
by rust spots as long as you gently scrub them off.

A knife is a cook's single most important tool. It should be treated with 
care. Carbon steel won't let you get lazy, because it insists on being treated 
right. It's a self-respecting metal like that. In return, it gives you one of the 
sharpest, hardest edges you could ever hope for.

Why I use carbon steel ?
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Cooking Knives

Gyuto / L: 210-240mm W: 50mm

The Gyuto is the ultimate multipurpose knife that is probably the most popular 
style of knife among professionals as well as home cooks. Use it for chopping, 
mincing and slicing meat, fish, vegetables and fruit. Double bevel.

1.

£280

Santoku / L: 160-180mm W: 45mm 
The Santoku is a cross between a Nakiri and Gyuto, originally intended for the 
home cook. It is a multipurpose knife that can be used for cutting meat, fish, 
vegetables and fruit. Double bevel.

2.

£240

Nakiri / L: 170mm W: 50-60mm

The Nakiri, literally means ‘cutting vegetables’. It is a Japanese-style vegeatble 
knife. Nakiri is characterised by its straight thin blade edge, and squared off tips 
which is designed for cutting all the way to the cutting board. Nakiri is ideal for 
chopping, slicing and mincing all types of vegetables. Double bevel.

3.

£300

Petty / L: 120-150mm W: 30-35mm

The word ‘petty’ actually refers to the French word ‘petit’, which means small. 
The petty knife is similar to the Western style utility and paring knife, and is like  
a smaller version of a Gyuto. They are perhaps the most popular style of knives 
for bartenders and pastry chefs. Double bevel.

4.

£150

Ko-Deba / L: 125mm W: 50mm

The Japanese word "Ko" means “small” or “short” in English, and the Ko-deba is a 
small Deba that is commonly used in coastal areas of Japan to fillet and butterfly 
small saltwater fish. The Ko-deba is useful knife for home cooks that prefer to 
clean and fillet the smaller sizes of fish, including small freshwater fishes such as 
trout. Single or double bevel.

6.

£220

Hon-Deba / L: 165mm W: 50-60mm

The Hon-Deba is a very tough and relatively thick (5-6mm at the handle)  prep 
knife used for processing all types of meat. The Hon-Deba is used as a small 
cleaver by many sushi chefs who employ the knife to chop off fish heads and tails. 
Single bevel.

5.

£280
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Cooking Knives

Honesuki / L: 120-150mm W: 30-35mm

The honesuki is a Japanese boning knife used to butcher meat and poultry. This 
knife does not have the flexibility of a typical Western boning knife but its sharp, 
pointed tip helps you ride the blade along bones and joints. Single or double 
bevel.

8.

£160

Gokujo / L: 160mm W: 30mm

The Gokujo is a boning knife. The narrow, sharp, curved blade gets in close to the 
bone making it easy to separate meat from bone, even fibrous tissue. It's perfect 
for trimming the silver skin from a tenderloin or roast or even making your own 
cutlets. The narrow blade reduces the drag as you cut against the meat, so cutting 
is fast and easy. Double bevel.

9.

£200

Sujihiki / / L: 240-270mm W: 45mm

The sujihiki is a slicing knife intended for slicing boneless fish and meat filets. The 
short height of the blade creates less friction when slicing and the blade draws 
through fish and meat effortlessly using the entire length of the blade. Double 
bevel.

7.

£280

Kogatana / L: 90mm W: 20mm

Kogatana is a very versatile little knife. You can use it as an all purpose paring 
knife, box cutter, utility knife, fishing knife or for crafts and cutting paper. It is light 
and small and can easily fit in your knife bag. Double bevel.

10.

£100

Kaimuki (Oyster knife) / L: 70mm W: 30mm

Kai in Japanese means shellfish, and muki means to shuck. Small knife designed to 
open shellfish, scallops and oysters. Double bevel.

11.

£140

Meat Cleaver / L: 200mm W: 80mm

The Meat Cleaver is a big, thick blade suitable for processing larger cuts of bone-
in meat or breaking down whole poultry. Use it to separate spare ribs or cut a 
chicken down to size and chopping beef for stew. The back of the blade can be 
used to tenderize meat as well. A cleaver comes in especially handy for chopping 
up meat and bones for stock, and works its magic on whole lobster as well. 
Double bevel

12.

£320
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Nata (billhook) / L: 200mm W: 80mm

Ubiquitous in rural Japan, the Japanese nata is serious multi-purpose green 
woodworking tool. Like billhooks everywhere they are produced in a bewildering 
variety of shapes, but these were recommended to us as being the most suitable 
for making things (as opposed to agricultural and horticultural uses). Like many 
green woodworking tools they are relatively ineffective on dry hardwoods but will 
sail through green ash or sycamore beautifully. Single bevel

13.

£350

Cutting tools

Kiridashi (utility knife) / L: 140mm W: 35mm

The Japanese Kiridashi is a multi function single right bevelled knife. Often used 
as a Japanese marking knife, the stiff, single bevelled blade of the Kiridashi 
truly excels at heavier cuts; leather, veneers etc. Kiridashi are also wonderful 
tools for carving, they are used in Japanese kitchens for carving vegetables into 
ornate decorative flowers. Their suitability for carving also makes the Kiridashi a 
favourite tool for luthierie (stringed instrument making).

14.

£90

Kiridashi kawa (Skiving knife) / L: 60mm W: 40mm

The traditional Japanese skiving knife is very versatile tool used not only to skive 
but to cut leather patterns, cut square ends and to make fine delicate cuts. Many 
Japanese artisans use this knife almost exclusively for all cutting because it is so 
versatile and precise.

15.

£130
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Usueful information

My blades are hand forged by myself. I usually work with 2 type of steel, 115Cr3 
(1.2210) or 135Cr3 (1.2008). This gives me more understanding on how they perform. 
The only stamp I add is my maker's mark on the right side of the blade. My blades come 
with a kurouchi finish (roughly translates as blacksmith’s finish). Kurouchi blades retain 
the scaly residue left from the forging process. This finish reduces the oxydation of the 
carbon steel, increases the food release and gives the knife a very characterful, rustic 
aesthetic. Your blade is beveled and polished on a japanese stone, then sharpened on 
natural stone. The length of the blade is from tip to heel. My blades are handmade and 
the dimenssions may vary slightly.

All my knives (except when mention) come with a saya made specifically for the blade. 
It's made out of Tulip wood (Liriodendron tulipifera) which is a soft and straight grain 
wood. They are used to protect the edge when it is not in use and to protect you from 
cutting yourself when transporting the knife. I aslo make a custom saya with the wood of 
your choice (please ask me for more informations).

I use natural, hard and untreated wood to make my handles. The wood is a natural 
material that responds to temperature and humidity variations by expanding and 
contracting. I can create a handle from 2 different woods but please note, I no longer 
produce any brass or copper inserts. I usually make japanese handles because they suit 
my style better. The bird beak handle is an alternative style that's available. Please check 
my Instragram feed for more ideas. Use linseed oil to buff your knife’s handle from time to 
time.

I usually ask for a 50% deposit upfront and you pay the rest before the delivery when 
the knife will be finished. I will send you an estimate with the price of the knife, the 
saya (if applied) plus delivery. When the knife is ready, I will send your invoice. You can 
choose to pay via Bank transfer or Paypal. All my prices are in British Pounds (£).

Bank detail : Short Code : 60-83-71 // Account number : 5384 1701

Paypal : https://www.paypal.me/simonchefknifeUK // hello@simonmaillet.com

All my knives are sharpened by myself on Japanese stone. I usually choose the best angle 
and sharpening options regarding the knife, ask me for more information.  If you order a 
knife, I will offer one free Sharpening Pass with Sheffield Knife Sharpening. All you pay 
is the shipping cost to send your knife. Please email Scott through his contact page on 
his website (www.sheffieldknifesharpening.com/contact) before sending your parcel and 
make sure you include your token inside. 

Blade

Saya

Handle

Payment

Sharpening
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I send all my knives with first class track and sign. I use Royal Mail for UK and Europe 
deliveries. For international shipping I may use a different courier. It can take between 
2-14 days for delivery (depending on the country). I use cardboard tubes, they are 
strong and durable, please keep it for future postage. Delivered at Place (DAP): This 
indicates that the seller is only responsible for shipping the product, while the customer 
has to absorb any import costs. Non UK customers may have to pay customs duties 
upon deliveries.

By purchasing knives through the website or my ordering process, you confirm that you 
are over 18 and are able to provide evidence when requested. 

Please note, I have a waiting list of up to several months. When you are added to 
my waiting list, I will give you a 1 month bracket as a due date (the delivery time is not 
included). I ask all my customers to bare in mind that it is a slow process and I only 
send the product when I am happy with the result. If you are expecting your blade by a 
specific date, please let me know 1 month before and I will do my best to meet these 
requirements.

What if something goes wrong?

I really hope that you are pleased with whatever you have ordered. If not, please 
contact me to find a solution that will suit you and I. In the unlikely case that your item is 
damaged or faulty, please get in touch within 48 hours so that I can help. Please provide 
photos of the original box before it was opened, how it was packed, what the damage is, 
and save all original packaging

Why does my knife rust ?

If you combine those three ingredients: iron, water, and air – you get rust. So when you 
combine your knife with air and water, you get rust. Please dry your knife if wet. 

Why does my knife chip?

You won't like this bit - but if a knife chips then it is mostly likely down to you and how 
you handled it. You have to adjust the way you use it. It's not a western knife so you can’t 
go swinging it around, expecting it to cut through bones, trees or chopping boards. 

What should I do if my blade becomes dull?

How quickly your knife becomes dull depends on how much you use it. I recommend 
using a Japanese whetstone to sharpen your knives as opposed to a honing steel, which 
can be too aggressive on my knives

Delivery

Disclamer

Waiting list

FAQ

Useful information


